


Sundance 2023 Cinematography Survey: The Cameras and Lenses
Behind 40 Narrative Films at the Fest

 Behind the scenes of “Onyx the Fortuitous and the Talisman of Souls”

Adlerstein: There was a fine balance to strike in shooting a character-based
throwback horror-comedy meant to be fun, spooky, and emotional all at
once. And one of the first decisions director Andrew Bowser and I made
about the look and feel of “Onyx” was for it to be shot anamorphic. Yes, we
wanted that grand and epic feel that anamorphic can help provide. But also:
“Onyx” is an ensemble piece, and the 2.39 aspect ratio would allow for more
natural framing of group shots. We wanted to get creative with negative
space. We wanted the shallow depth of field to give a sense of mystery to
the surroundings. And knowing we’d have many candles in the background
of shots, we thought the anamorphic bokeh would help reinforce the gothic
mood and atmosphere of the location. What surprised me on set was how
much I wound up reaching for the wider focal lengths for close-ups and
mediums. I can’t say that was the original plan, but especially with the main
character of Onyx himself, we found ourselves loving the feel of the 40mm
and even 32mm just a few feet away. Not only did it feel intimate by bringing
the viewer into Onyx’s subjective experience, but we found these shots to be
fun and dynamic as well — a big part of that balance we were 
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“We Wanted To Get Creative With Negative Space”: DP Dan Adlerstein on
Onyx the Fortuitous and the Talisman of Souls

 
 

Director Andrew Bowser brings one of his most well-known comedy
characters to the big screen in Onyx the Fortuitous and the Talisman of
Souls. Onyx the Fortuitous (Bowser) is a struggling amateur occultist who
believes he’s made it to the big leagues when he’s invited to a demonic
seance by his idol Bartok the Great. When they manage to rouse the
ancient spirit, however, he must fight to save his life—and his soul. DP Dan
Adlerstein discusses his longtime collaboration with Bowser, bringing the
film’s specific brand of horror-comedy to life and more.

Filmmaker: How and why did you wind up being the cinematographer of
your film? What were the factors and attributes that led to your being hired
for this job?

Adlerstein: I’ve worked with writer/director Andrew Bowser for years on
various projects including branded content, commercials, and short films.
Collaborating with Andrew is always such a pleasure and we’ve developed
a really great working relationship. When he told me he was writing a film
centered on his Onyx character I could not have been more excited to be a
part of it.
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Park City’s indie playground welcomes Local 600
members (and ICG Magazinestaffers!) in person for the

first time in three years.
 

Onyx the Fortuitous and the Talisman of Souls – Amateur occultist Marcus J.
Trillbury, aka Onyx the Fortuitous, is struggling. He’s misunderstood at home
and work, but his dreams for a new life seem to be answered when he lands
a coveted invitation to the mansion of his idol, Bartok the Great, for a ritual to
raise the spirit of an ancient demon. He excitedly joins Bartok and his fellow
eclectic group of devotees as they prepare for the ceremony, but pretty
quickly it becomes apparent everything is not as it seems. Director of
Photography Dan Adlerstein says Onyx was conceived by writer/director
Andrew Bowser “as a throwback to 80’s adventure/horror/comedy films like
Ghostbusters, Fright Night and Gremlins. These movies are fully embedded in
Andrew’s DNA as a filmmaker, and the first thing he did was give me a list of
about 15 of them to watch. But early on in our discussions, we agreed that
while Onyx should feel like a throwback, it shouldn’t exactly look like one. When
those films came out, to those audiences they felt modern. So instead of
copying 80’s movie aesthetics and tropes, we set out to shoot a modern-
looking movie, with modern sensibilities, that would evoke the same emotions
and sense of wonder."
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The Biggest Challenges Sundance Filmmakers
Faced (And How They Tackled Them)

 

Dan Adlerstein, DP, Onyx the Fortuitous and the Talisman of Souls
"We knew that striking the right balance between horror, adventure, and
comedy would be tricky to say the least. In some ways, horror and comedy
visuals can seem diametrically opposed. In comedy, it’s about seeing the
joke while in horror it can often be about what you don’t see. 

For These DP's Connecting with Story and Storytellers
Prevents Burnout 

In today’s episode, we host a roundtable discussion with cinematographers
of four different Sundance films. We chat about problem solving on set,
collaborating with directors, creative lighting solutions, protecting your energy
for the stories you love, and finding the silver lining in the less than ideal
projects.
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